IN MEMORIAM

Bill Hughes, 1923 – 2017

Bill and June were founding members of the Wetaskiwin Volkssport Walking Club in 1987 with Bill holding the position of president from 1991 until 2003, followed by past president until 2007. He was VAA president 1991-93, VAA past president, 1994-95 and Alberta director 2008.

Bill and June maintained membership in the St. Albert Trekkers from 1991 until 2011 and were bestowed VAA Honorary Membership in 2010.

Bill received the 15 year CVF Award at CVF AGM Vancouver, 2004.

We have memories of their many walk events in Wetaskiwin, Camrose, Red Deer, Tofield (Beaverhill Lake), Gwynne, Erskine and Bashaw. Their goal was to set high standards for safe, interesting, quality walks in a variety of locations.

Bill was a supporter of volkssport events all over the province as long as he was able, including Mountain/Alberta Majesty walks from the beginning in 1989 He and June also faithfully attended VAA and CVF AGMs.